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808a Wednesday, February 19, 2014dehydration product of rhizoferrin, named imido-rhizoferrin. A particular focus
is the effect of deprotonation of hydroxyl and carboxyl groups on binding
energy of ferric-ion complexes of rhizoferrin-analogs has been investigated.
In addition, we have calculated Nuclear Magnetic Resonance properties,
such as chemical shifts for13C and 1H, and indirect spin-spin couplings for
methylene protons, and compared our results with available experimental
data. The nuclear quadrupole interaction parameters will be discussed within
the context of charge distributions and electric field gradients. Our study
provides a structural basis for ferric-ion chelation by rhizoferrin analogs for
these biomolecules, for which there exist no experimentally determined struc-
tures. Argonne National Laboratory is a US DOE Science Laboratory operated
under contract no. DE-AC02-06CH11357 by UChicago Argonne, LLC. The
research was performed, in part, at Argonne National Laboratory as a
research participant in the Visiting Faculty Program. The program is adminis-
tered by Argonne’s Division of Communication, Education, and Public Affairs
(CEPA) with funding provided by the U.S. Department of Energy.
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The genetic expression of cloned fluorescent proteins coupled to time-lapse
fluorescence microscopy has opened the door to the direct visualization of a
wide range of molecular interactions in living cells. In particular, the dynamic
translocation of proteins can now be explored in real time at the single-cell
level. Here we propose a reliable, easy-to-implement, quantitative image pro-
cessing method to assess protein translocation in living cells based on the
computation of spatial variance maps of time-lapse images. The method is first
illustrated and validated on simulated images of a fluorescently-labeled protein
translocating from mitochondria to cytoplasm, and then applied to experi-
mental data obtained with fluorescently-labeled hexokinase 2 in different cell
types imaged by regular or confocal microscopy. The method was found to
be robust with respect to cell morphology changes and mitochondrial dynamics
(fusion, fission, movement) during the time-lapse imaging. Its ease of imple-
mentation should facilitate its application to a broad spectrum of time-lapse
imaging studies.
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Single particle tracking (SPT) experiments offer a powerful means of probing
the diffusive characteristics of biomolecules. A common result from SPT is a
globally averaged anomalous diffusion exponent. However, methods of calcu-
lating the average exponent are typically unable to determine the local, time-
dependent characteristics. We have developed a simple classification algorithm
to calculate the time-dependent anomalous diffusion exponent of single sto-
chastic trajectories. Classification is based upon the behavior of a renormaliza-
tion group operator rather than the commonly used mean-square displacement.
We present both simulated and experimental examples of the proposed method.
Furthermore, we hypothesize that time-dependent fluctuations of the anoma-
lous diffusion exponent will correlate with functional activity in certain cases.
We present preliminary results supporting this hypothesis.
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Particle tracking has been extensively applied to biological problems. It is
mostly used to describe the dynamics of single molecules embedded within
the cell membrane, to analyze cell migration in very different contexts, or to
study intracellular trafficking. Several methods have been proposed during
the last two decades, for both sparse and high density systems of particles.
These methods mostly rely on minimizing the overall displacement of all ob-
jects in the field, but some include using spot intensity and historical features
of movement to improve the reliability of particle identification. Adjusting
tracking parameters of most algorithms is a relatively long and subtle procedure
determined by the trade-off between several performance indicators.
In particular, systems where the spatial distribution of particles is inhomoge-
neous are especially ill-conditioned. Their overall performance is severely
impaired because a single set of parameters cannot be optimally adjusted acrossthe field of view. In this work we solve this shortcoming by developing an
approach that locally optimizes the particle tracking parameters. A local parti-
cle tracking is first performed followed by a global reevaluation of all the
trajectories found. To this end, we compute locally the optimal tracking
parameters based on the features of the specific time series, which makes the
process consistent and less prone to bias. We demonstrate a significant reduc-
tion of missing connections (false negatives) thereby improving the length of
tracked trajectories. We thoroughly describe the algorithm and systematically
compare its performance with state of the art alternative procedures using
both, numerical simulations and biological image time series. As measures
of tracking efficiency, we compute false positive and false negative errors,
and the length of the tracked segments by comparing tracked and true simulated
trajectories.
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Flow cytometry is a powerful tool for the quantification of target molecules on
cells. Traditional methods for estimating the number of expressed molecules,
based on the detection of target antigens bound with fluorescently labeled
antibodies, assume that the antigen-antibody reaction reaches equilibrium. A
calibration procedure, with carefully prepared reagents is needed to convert
the intensity of the fluorescence signal to the number of target antigens. The
new method presented here may be more robust and has application to lower
affinity antibodies and non-equilibrium labeling conditions.
We have developed a novel kinetic approach to the antigen quantification prob-
lem. Instead of using a static calibration system, we analyzed fluorescence pro-
file dynamics measured by flow cytometry in the general case of reversible
antibody-antigen binding. The model considers the full fluorescence profile
on a distribution of cells. Experimental data obtained with the LSRII cytometer
were fitted by the diffusion-reaction mathematical model using the Levenberg-
Marquardt nonlinear least squares curve-fitting algorithm in order to obtain the
reaction rate constants and the number of target antigens per cell. Results were
compared with the QuantiBRITE calibration system, which uses calibration
beads with known amounts of covalently bound PE and unimolar (1:1) anti-
Ag-PE reagents bound to capture beads or cells under saturating staining
conditions.
Our approach is independent of specially prepared calibration beads and anti-
body reagents and can be applied to both low and high affinity antibodies, under
both saturating and non-saturating binding conditions.
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There are many differences between what can be extracted from biomolecules
motion using small numbers of long trajectories (Qdots, Nanoparticles, fluoro-
phores) or large numbers of short, dense trajectories (PALM, uPaint, Storm).
Long time recordings allow various estimators to converge towards mostly
accurate values, but don’t allow access to the statistical significance of these
trajectories furthermore with this approach large portions of the membrane
surface areas remain unexplored. Conversely, large number of short trajectories
allows mapping large cellular surfaces but prevents good convergence of
most estimators. Here, we show how to bridge the gap between these two
types of recordings by using Bayesian Inference and the Gillespie scheme.
To this aim, large numbers of short trajectories are recorded. Biomolecules
are modeled as random walkers following the Langevin Equation with space
varying diffusivities and interaction potentials [1,2]. The diffusive and interac-
tion landscapes over the complete surface of the cells are inferred using a
Bayesian inference scheme [3]. The inference allows combining local informa-
tion within a map capturing most of the statistical properties of the trajectories.
Then, trajectories generated from these maps using the Gillespie scheme
[4] display all the statistical properties of the experimental ones. With these
